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ABSTRACT
The current study was designed to examine neurophysiological processes of performance
monitoring that have been suggested as a mechanism of risk for the development of anxiety in early
childhood. Children who were putatively at risk for anxiety problems based on early temperamental
fearfulness were compared with low-fear children. In addition, two aspects of feedback were examined
as possible modulators of response monitoring: social and nonsocial feedback. Forty children were
tested using a modified flanker paradigm when they were 4.5 years of age. Accuracy and reaction time
measures were assessed along with affective behaviors during the laboratory visit and event-related
potentials linked with performance monitoring.
Results suggested that two performance monitoring event-related potentials, the error-related
negativity (ERN) and error positivity (Pe) were present in children at age 4½, much earlier than has been
seen in previous research. Although ERN and Pe amplitudes did not differ for high-fear and low-fear
children, the distribution of the ERN in high-fear children was more frontal than for low-fear children.
This type of distribution is in line with previous theories suggesting that at-risk children show adult-like
ERN earlier than children who are not at risk. In contrast, Pe amplitudes were more posterior for highfear than for low-fear children. In addition, ERN was related to observed and parent-reported behaviors
indicating better behavioral control only for low-fear children. Feedback condition was unrelated to fear
status, parent-reported temperament, and observed behaviors.
Overall, results suggest that the ERN and Pe are present much earlier in development than
previously thought. Findings are presented in the framework of individual differences in performance
monitoring and depicting early risk for disorder. Several avenues for future research are implicated,
including the need to disentangle heterogeneous facets of risk and the development of response
monitoring throughout childhood.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Precursors to anxiety disorders represent heritable vulnerabilities that have become the foci of
mounting empirical work aimed at identifying biological markers of risk for mental illness (e.g., Patrick &
Bernat, 2010; Olvet & Hajcak, 2008). While anxiety is clearly influenced by multiple processes, robust
findings from previous research have led to a focus on the risk factors of temperamental fearfulness and
processes of cognitive control (e.g., performance monitoring) in the developmental psychopathology
and neuroscience domains, respectively.
From a public health perspective, conducting this work in early childhood populations would
compound its possible benefits. Approximately 20% of children in the general population endorse
anxious symptoms by adolescence (Bell-Dolan, Last, & Strauss, 1990); with prevalence estimates for
anxiety disorders ranging from 12 – 21% in children under age 17 (Gurley, Cohen, Pine, & Brook, 1996;
Shaffer et al, 1996), anxiety disorders are some of the most prevalent and pervasive psychological
problems in children. Despite a crucial need to understand early biomarkers of vulnerability for
psychopathology in order to prevent mental illness across the lifespan (Bosquet & Egeland, 2006), this
type of work is rarely conducted with young children.
Thus, before programs of prevention, intervention, and treatment can truly reap the benefits of
identifying biomarkers of anxiety risk, a host of basic scientific questions need to be addressed.
Empirical work must ascertain the degree to which the same candidate biomarkers can be identified in
adults and children and the degree to which putative biomarkers are associated with other known
precursors to anxiety. To this end, the current study was aimed at addressing gaps in the literature by
determining whether neural measures of performance monitoring - purported markers of anxiety risk are visible in early childhood and the ways that performance monitoring is associated with another
known risk factor for anxiety, temperamental fearfulness.
Anxiety, Fearfulness, and Performance Monitoring
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Cognitive models of anxiety implicate the cognitive control of attention as an important
mechanism by which anxious symptoms may be conferred and maintained over time (Mathews &
Mackintosh, 1998; Mogg & Bradley, 1998; Williams, Watts, MacLeod, & Mathews, 1988).
Developmental studies have similarly identified aspects of cognitive control as mechanisms by which
early risk factors, such as temperamental fearfulness in infancy, may manifest in both subclinical and
clinical levels of anxiety by the adolescent years (McDermott et al., 2009; Pérez-Edgar, Bar-Haim, Martin
McDermott, Chronis-Tuscano, Pine, & Fox, 2010; Pérez-Edgar et al., 2010b). As definitions of cognitive
control tend to be broad, work by Van Veen and Carter (2006) has been particularly useful in parsing
cognitive control into two primary components. The first is an evaluative component, which is linked to
performance monitoring and is attuned to the detection of worse-than-anticipated outcomes. This facet
of cognitive control is believed to rely on neural substrates in the medial frontal lobe such as the
Anterior Cingulate Cortex (ACC). The second is an executive component, which responds to such
outcomes by implementing behavioral changes to enhance subsequent performance. This aspect of
cognitive control is closely tied to areas of the lateral frontal cortex. Although this report is focused on
the monitoring aspect of cognitive control, it is important to note that these systems are not entirely
independent. Rather, they work in concert as part of an integrated network of cognitive control
(Gehring & Knight, 2000; Ullsperger, vonn Cramon, & Müller, 2002).
Additional arguments have contended that anxious individuals are inclined to acutely monitor
their own performance, identifying performance monitoring as one possible mechanism of anxiety risk.
Attention Control Theory (Eysenck & Calvo, 1992; Eysenck, Derakshan, Santos, & Calvo, 2007) asserts
that concerns over evaluation and failure, particularly when evaluations are social in nature (Clark &
Arkowitz, 1975), represent an anxious state that interferes with cognitive processing (Borkovec, 1994).
In fact, anxiety in children, even at non-clinical levels, has been known for several decades to impact
reflection on performance and subsequent behavior (e.g., Messer, 1970). Recent work has extended
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these findings by showing similar links between early temperamental fearfulness and concern over
performance in older children (McDermott et al., 2009) as part of a trajectory toward anxiety.
Another rationale linking performance monitoring to fearfulness stems from the perspective
that, like other processes of cognitive control, error monitoring is a form of self-regulation. Disruptions
in self-regulatory processes are associated with risk for psychopathology from early in childhood (Cole,
Zahn-Waxler, Fox, Usher, & Welsh, 1996; Thompson & Calkins, 1996) and these processes are visible at
the neural level (Davidson, Abercrombie, Nitschke, & Putnam, 1999). As previously indicated, the bulk
of studies of children who are believed to be at heightened risk for anxiety have occurred in the
temperament domain and concentrated on children believed to be at risk based on high levels of
temperamental fear (Biederman et al., 1993; 2001; Buss, in press; Kagan, 1994) and shyness (Volbrecht
& Goldsmith, 2010). As early as infancy, these children show propensities for dysregulated behaviors
including behavioral withdrawal, high levels of fear, extreme shyness, and inhibition in social contexts.
Thus, it is plausible that the biological underpinnings associated with early temperamental fearfulness
and anxiety risk, including characteristic patterns of neural activation, are already in place early in life
(Buss, Davidson, Kalin, & Goldsmith, 2004; Buss, Schumacher, Dolski, Kalin, Goldsmith, & Davidson,
2003; Fox, Henderson, Marshall, Nichols, & Ghera, 2005; Kagan & Snidman, 1999; Schwartz, Snidman, &
Kagan, 1999).
Given increasing focus on developing programs to prevent psychological disorders and promote
mental health, it is perhaps not surprising that interest in studying the link between specific processes,
like performance monitoring, and temperamental fearfulness in children is rising. Although high
temperamental fearfulness is a long-known risk factor for anxiety problems (Kagan, 1994; Biederman et
al., 1993; 2001), it is well established that not all fearful children develop anxiety disorders. A promising
method for examining whether performance monitoring may serve as a mechanism of risk for fearful
children involves examining this process at the neural level. This can be done via electroencephalograph
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(EEG) recordings of neural activity that are segmented to discrete events during some performance task.
Averaged together, these segmented recordings form event-related potentials (ERPs). The ERP
technique is a promising method for a study of performance monitoring and fearfulness given that
performance-monitoring components are already well established in the adult ERP literature. Yet,
despite their utility, performance-monitoring ERPs are rarely used in research with children. Historically,
EEG and ERP methods have involved time-consuming and somewhat unpleasant procedures, such as
scalp abrasion, and offered little in the way of paradigms that could be used during childhood.
However, advances like the increase in developmentally appropriate laboratory tasks now allow EEG
and ERP data to be collected easily and noninvasively throughout nearly the entire lifespan. Given the
potential benefits of isolating performance-monitoring ERPs in children to study mechanisms of riskrelated processes, a goal of the current study was to assess the feasibility of studying links between
performance-monitoring ERPs and fearfulness in a sample of young children.
ERP Components of Performance Monitoring
A great deal of EEG work with children has used asymmetric alpha power in the right frontal
lobe as a marker for associations between anxiety risk and dysregulated emotion behaviors such as high
levels of negative affect and withdrawal (e.g., Buss et al., 2003; Fox et al., 2005). Using task-related ERPs
in place of continuous EEG for such investigations can expand the extant literature by focusing on
specific cognitive processes that underlie risk for anxiety early in life. However, little work has used ERPs
in this way in samples of young children.
The error-related negativity (ERN) is an ERP component that is time locked to the participant’s
response and believed to index performance monitoring. The ERN is typically seen 50 to 100 ms
following an incorrect behavioral response, with maximum amplitude at frontocentral midline scalp
recording sites (Dehane, Posner, & Tucker, 1994; Falkenstein, Hohnsbein, Hoormann, & Blanke, 1991;
Gehring, Gross, Coles, Meyer, & Donchin, 1993). The ERN is believed to reflect activation in the ACC
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(Dehane et al., 1994; Gehring et al., 2000; Luu, Tucker, Derryberry, Reed, & Poulsen, 2003; van Veen and
Carter, 2002), which shows increased activity under conditions requiring cognitive control relative to
neutral conditions (Luu & Pederson, 2004; Posner & Rothbart, 2000). Along with performance
monitoring, the ERN is believed to capture aspects of error detection (Falkenstein et al., 1990; 1991),
conflict detection (Botvinick et al., 2001), reinforcement learning (Holroyd & Coles, 2002), emotion
processing (Luu & Pederson, 2004), and motivation (Gehring & Willoughby, 2002). In general, the ERN
does not appear to be dependent on conscious recognition of errors; in fact, an ERN has been detected
on correct trials for which participants were uncertain about their performance (Pailing & Segalowitz,
2004; Scheffers & Coles, 2000). Thus, the ERN likely reflects a general process of performance
monitoring (Falkenstein et al., 2000), one aspect of which is error detection.
A second index of performance monitoring is the error positivity (Pe), a positive-going slow
wave in the ERP waveform that follows the ERN (Falkenstein et al., 1991; Leuthold & Sommer, 1999) and
is also related to activity in the ACC (van Veen & Carter, 2002). The Pe has a slightly more posterior
scalp distribution than the ERN and is thought to reflect more conscious processes of performance
monitoring and error detection (Falkenstein, Hohnsbein, Hoormann, & Blanke, 1991; Falkenstein,
Hoormann, Christ, & Hohnsbein, 2000; Nieuwenhuis, Ridderinkkhof, Blom, Band, & Kok, 2001). The Pe is
an understudied component of performance monitoring and its exact function is still uncertain (Arbel &
Donchin, 2011; Overbeek, Nieuwenhuis, & Ridderinkhof, 2005). However, links between Pe and
conscious processing has been supported by work showing that Pe amplitudes are associated with posterror slowing during response time tasks (Hajcak, McDonald, & Simons, 2003; Luu, Flaisch, & Tucker,
2000; Nieuwenhuis et al., 2001).
In recent work, the ERN has been discussed as a putative biological marker of risk for the
development of anxiety disorders, with some evidence present as early as adolescence (e.g., Ladouceur
et al., 2004; 2005; McDermott et al., 2009; Olvet & Hajcak, 2008). Correlates of anxiety risk in adults,
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including negative emotionality (Tucker, Hartry-Speiser, McDougal, Luu, & deGrandpre, 1999),
overcontrolled (Gehring et al., 2000; Hajcak & Simons, 2002), and anxious (Hajcak, McDonald, & Simons,
2004; Ladouceur et al., 2004; 2006) behaviors have been linked to a greater ERN response. Only a few
studies have examined these associations in children, but this work has largely replicated findings with
adults. A greater ERN has been linked with both less efficient attention processing between 4 and 8
years of age (Brooker, Buss, & Dennis, 2011) and also a more overcontrolled behavioral style in late
childhood (age 10 years; Santesso, Segalowitz, & Schmidt, 2005; 2006).
Temperament studies have begun to recognize the utility of the ERN in predicting risk for
anxiety problems. Stably inhibited children showed more negative ERN amplitudes during adolescence
than unstably or noninhibited children (McDermott, Perez-Edgar, Henderson, Chronis-Tuscano, Pine, &
Fox, 2009). Furthermore, a history of childhood behavioral inhibition combined with more negative ERN
amplitudes in adolescence was linked to greater odds of being diagnosed with an anxiety disorder than
those with only a history of inhibition.
In work with a clinical sample of older children, anxious individuals between 8 and 14 years of
age had greater ERN during a flanker task relative to nonanxious children (Ladouceur, Dahl, Birmaher,
Axelson, & Ryan, 2006). Conversely, a smaller ERN (Steiben, Lewis, Granic, Zelazo, Segalowitz, & Pepler,
2007) has been observed in children who are prone to externalizing behavior problems, though these
results are not entirely consistent.
There is also some evidence that the Pe may be associated with indicators of anxiety risk in
adulthood (Gehring et al. 2000; Hajcak & Simons, 2002), including negative affect (Hajcak, McDonald, &
Simons, 2004) and affective motivation (Santesso et al., 2006). However, results are not consistent
across studies (e.g., Hajcak et al., 2008; Santesso et al., 2005). Work with children and adolescents
documented seemingly large differences in Pe waveforms suggesting a link between a more positive Pe
and anxious symptoms; however, these differences did not achieve statistical significance (Ladouceur et
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al., 2006; McDermott et al., 2009). Similar to the ERN, attenuated Pe has been linked to externalizing
disorders, such as attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder, or ADHD (Jonkman, van Melis, Kemner, &
Markus, 2007).
In sum, individual differences in error monitoring, marked by ERPs, have been linked to risk for
the development of anxiety. Although investigations linking error monitoring with facets of anxiety risk
have largely been conducted with adult samples, temperament research suggests that risk mechanisms
may be in place much earlier in life. While elucidating the process by which risk becomes disorder
would necessitate work with large, longitudinal samples, an important first step will be to assess
whether the links among ERN, Pe, and facets of risk such as temperamental fearfulness are in place early
in life. Therefore, the current study provides a cross-sectional examination both of the presence of ERN
and Pe in a sample that includes highly fearful preschoolers and also of the degree to which ERN and Pe
in highly fearful children are distinct from these same components in their low-fear peers.
Age-related Changes in ERP Components
For the reasons stated above, work with older children and adults implicates a need for tests of
the associations between performance monitoring and temperamental fearfulness, and it is essential
that such work acknowledges the possibility that these components develop over time. That is, adult
studies of the ERN and Pe cannot necessarily assume that neural components of performance
monitoring will look or function identically in adults and in young children. To this end, research
examining age-related changes in performance-monitoring components using cross-sectional designs
was invaluable for informing the current study. To be sure, truly capturing the developmental course of
the ERN and Pe will require future work employing large samples and longitudinal designs. Yet, given an
absence of these studies in the current literature, research that has approximated development using
age-related differences in performance-monitoring ERPs represents the best information that is
currently available. These studies are reviewed below.
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Initially believed not to be visible in children younger than 12 years of age (Davies, Segalowitz, &
Gavin, 2004), both the ERN and Pe have now been elicited in children as young as 4 to 7 years of age
(Brooker et al., 2011; Torpey, Hajcak, & Klein, 2009; Wiersema, van der Meere, & Roeyers, 2007). The
distribution of the ERN in children of these ages has largely replicated adult work, with maximum
amplitudes appearing at frontocentral sites, although young children show more broadly distributed
ERN and increased neural activity in more posterior regions than has typically been seen in older
children (Brooker et al., 2011; Hogan, Vargha-Khadem, Kirkham, & Baldeweg, 2005; Torpey, Hajcak, &
Klein, 2009). The amplitude of the ERN generally increases as children age and mature, though
amplitudes of younger children tend to be more variable than those in older children (Davies,
Segalowitz, & Gavin, 2004; Kim, Iwaki, Imashioya, Uno, & Fujita, 2007; Ladouceur, Dahl, & Carter, 2006)
and some studies report no are-related differences (Hogan et al., 2005; Eppinger et al., 2009; Wiersema
et al., 2007). Changes in amplitude are likely linked to the maturation of the ACC, which is occurring
throughout childhood and adolescence (Adleman et al., 2002; Caviness, Kennedy, Richelme,
Rademacher, & Fillipek, 1996; Van Bogaert, Wikler, Damhaut, Szliwowski, & Goldman, 1998).
In contrast to the ERN, the Pe generally shows little age-related change over time (Davies et al.,
2004; Wiersema et al., 2007), perhaps due to a less-protracted period of maturation. Though based on
only a few studies, past work supports the notion that the ERN and Pe are linked, but reflect
independent components of the error-monitoring system. More work will need to be done with both
the ERN and Pe to elucidate the nature and impact of differences between these components.
Arguably, the most informative studies for pinpointing the putative role of ERPs as biomarkers
of anxiety risk have attempted to examine components across development. In work conducted with
adolescents, the ERN was shown to be greater (i.e., more negative) in a group of individuals who met
diagnostic criteria for an anxiety disorder relative to non-anxious controls (Ladouceur et al., 2006). Such
a finding is of particular interest to developmentalists given that previous research had not observed an
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ERN in children until mid to late adolescence (Davies et al., 2004; Ladouceur, Dahl, & Carter, 2007). The
authors suggested that this implicated a more “adult-like ERN amplitude” (p. 1077) in anxious
adolescents. An implication of this finding is that the ERN is not only greater in anxious adolescents, but
may also be earlier developing in at risk populations, such as fearful children. This possibility was
explored in the current study by comparing ERN in children who were high in early fearfulness to a
group of same-aged children who were low in early fearfulness.
Anxiety, Feedback, and Social Evaluation
Given a general over concern about their performance, it is perhaps not surprising that shy and
anxious individuals have also demonstrated a sensitivity toward threatening and potentially punishing
information (Hardin, Perez-Edgar, Guyer, Pine, Fox, & Ernst, 2006; Monk & Pine, 2004). These effects
are particularly pronounced when evaluations are social in nature (Davidson, Marshall, Tomarken, &
Henriques, 2000; Monk & Pine, 2004). This same pattern is seen in children. Although worry and
fearfulnss of social evaluation increase over time as a part of normative development, steep increases in
fears of social social-evaluation are linked to a risk for the development of anxiety problems
(Westenberg, Drewes, Goedhart, Siebelink, & Treffers, 2004).
The impact of trial-to-trial feedback in ERN studies with adults is mixed. The ERNs of anxious
adults has been reported as smaller (Nieuwenhuis, Nielen, Mol, Hajcak, & Veltman, 2005) or unchanged
(Olvet & Hajcak, 2009) in feedback relative to nonfeedback conditions. However, it is also possible that
introducing trial-to-trial feedback emphasis task performance, which is known to enhance ERN
amplitudes (Gehring et al., 1993). However, none of this work has considered the possibility that the
type of feedback may modulate links between ERN and performance. Moreover, the impact of trial-totrial feedback on the Pe has been almost entirely ignored. However, the Pe may be prove to be of
additional importance given that it is believed to originate in the ventral striatum, which is strongly
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linked to both reward/punishment and social processing systems (Ernst et al., 2004; Knutson, Adams,
Fong, & Hommer, 2001).
As is the case for ERP studies in general, investigations of the impact of trial-to-trial feedback in
studies with children are sparse. One unpublished study in a sample of children between 6 and 8 years
of age suggested that the Pe, rather than the ERN, was amplified by trial-to-trial feedback (Martin
McDermott, 2008). Work on other mediofrontal negativities has produced similar results suggesting
that a greater sensitivity to negative feedback is linked to amplified ERP responses (e.g., FRN: Crowley,
Wu, Crutcher, Bailey, Lejuez, & Mayes, 2009). Again, however, studies have not investigated whether
the use of socially-oriented feedback rather than nonsocial feedback might enhance children’s ERN or Pe
responses. Thus, a final exploratory goal of the current study was to compare the ERN and Pe elicited in
a nonsocial feedback condition with the ERN and Pe elicited in a social feedback condition.
The Current Study
In sum, the extant literature has suggested that a mechanism of cognitive control, performance
monitoring, may be important in shaping the developmental trajectories by which early facets of risk for
anxiety problems, such as temperamental fearfulness, lead to clinical disorders. Research with adults
has suggested that heightened performance monitoring, relative to controls, may be a plausible marker
of risk for disorder and work with adolescents has suggested that heightened performance monitoring
compounds the risk associated with high levels of temperamental fear. To provide a foundation for this
research in children, the current study was designed to examine links between two neural markers of
performance monitoring (i.e., ERN and Pe) and early temperamental fearfulness, along with related
measures of self-regulation, in early childhood.
Overall, the current study was designed to expand the extant literature in three important ways.
First, it was designed to replicate previous work showing that the ERN and Pe can be elicited in children
as young as age 4. It was hypothesized that with the use of a developmentally-appropriate task,
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children who were 4.5 years of age would, like adults, show larger negative activity for error relative to
correct trials (i.e., ERN) and greater positive activity for error relative to correct trials at the neural level
(i.e., Pe; Hypothesis 1). However, similar to past work, it was expected that ERN and Pe in these children
would be more broadly distributed than is typically seen with adults.
Second, the current study was designed to test whether individual differences associated with
temperamental fearfulness would be linked to the ERN and Pe. It was hypothesized that children who
were high in early fearfulness would show a more well-developed (i.e., more negative, more anterior)
ERN than low fear children (Hypothesis 2). However, consistent with past research, this difference was
not expected for the Pe (Hypothesis 3). Furthermore, individual differences in performance monitoring
were expected to be linked to both observed and parent-reported behaviors thought to mark selfregulation during the preschool years. Specifically, greater ERN was expected to be associated with
greater levels of fear and shyness as well as greater behavioral control (Hypothesis 4).
Finally, the current study includes an exploration of the extent to which social feedback might
impact amplitudes of the ERN and Pe responses. To do this, two separate feedback conditions were
introduced: a social feedback condition and a nonsocial feedback condition. If, as the literature implies,
it is the case that children who are at risk for anxiety are more sensitive to social feedback, then
performance-monitoring components are expected to be amplified in the social feedback condition for
children for temperamentally fearful children relative to nonfearful children. This set of analyses is
largely exploratory given that the existence of group differences in performance monitoring for high fear
and low fear children has not yet been established.
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Chapter 2: Method
Participants
Participants for the current study were selected from a larger study of toddler temperament.
The parent project was aimed at examining socioemotional adjustment in children from age 24 months
through school entry. Participants for the parent study were recruited via mailings sent to families
identified through local birth records. Parents who expressed interest in participating completed a set
of screening questionnaires when children were 18 months of age. Families were oversampled for
toddlers who showed high levels of fear and wariness early in life. One-hundred and twenty-five
toddlers participated in laboratory assessments at when children were 24 months and 42 months of age.
Parents completed batteries of questionnaires when children were 24 months, 36 months, 42 months,
and 48 months old. Data from previous assessments were not included in the current study with the
exception of parent-reported preschool temperament collected during the 48-month assessment.
Sixty-five families representing a subset of the sample from the parent study were invited to
participate in the current study when children were 54 months of age. Selection criteria for the current
study were based on observed shyness/withdrawal during six laboratory episodes at age 24 months.
Details of this selection process are provided below. High-fear and low-fear children who had reached
age 54 months by the time of the current study were invited to participate. Inclusion criteria required
children being free of any known developmental delays and psychostimulant medications, and the
absence of a family history of neurological impairment (e.g., epilepsy, etc).
Of the 65 families contacted, 1 family withdrew from the parent project; 7 families did not
return phone calls or respond to recruitment mailings; 3 families had moved away from the area; 13
families declined to participate based on time constraints, driving distance, or because they didn’t
believe that children would tolerate the procedures; and 1 family failed show for their laboratory visit
and did not reschedule. Thus, the final sample included 40 preschoolers (19 girls). Mean age at the time
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of the laboratory visit was 55.03 months (SD = 1.58, median = 54 months). Of these children, 19 (9 girls)
were rated as high fear and 21 (10 girls) were rated as low fear.
The subsample of participants in the current study was representative of the parent project with
respect to socioeconomic status and racial and ethnic diversity. The majority of children (87.5%) were
identified by parents as Non-Hispanic Caucasian, 5.0% were identified as African-American, 5.0% were
identified as Asian-American, and 2.5% were identified as being of Hispanic ethnicity. Eight families
(20.0%) chose not to report their annual household income. Nearly half of the participating families
(47.5%) reported an annual household income of more than $60,000, 10.0% reported an annual
household income ranging from $51,000 – $60,000, 5.0% ranged between $41,000 – $50,000, 10.0%
ranged between $31,000 – $40,000, 2.5% ranged from $21,000 – $30,000, 2.5% ranged from $16,000 –
$20,000, and 2.5% reported an annual household income of less than $15,000.
Procedure
48-month mailing. As a part of the 48-month mailing, mothers who agreed to participate were
asked to complete and return to the laboratory the Child Behavior Questionnaire – Short form (CBQ Short: Putnam & Rothbart, 2006), a 94-item questionnaire that asks about children’s behavior over the
previous six months. Mothers responded to statements on a 5-point interval scale (1 = extremely untrue
of my child, 2 = quite untrue of my child, 3 = slightly untrue of my child, 4 = neither true nor false of my
child, 5 = slightly true of my child, 5 = extremely true of my child). The current study focused on one
broad domain of the CBQ that is linked to children’s control of attention, effortful control and two scales
linked to children’s risk for anxiety problems, fear and shyness. Items comprising these scales of the
CBQ are shown in Appendix E. Sores on the short form of the CBQ have been shown to be highly
correlated with those obtained using the standard version (Putnam & Rothbart, 2006).
54-month laboratory visit. Parents who agreed to participate in the 54-month assessment were
mailed a packet that included directions to the laboratory and IRB-approved consent forms that parents
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were instructed to read carefully, sign, and bring with them to the laboratory visit. Upon arrival to the
laboratory, an experimenter reviewed the consent form and explained all experimental procedures to
the parent(s) and their child. Children were given a “treasure map” and were told that for each task
they completed, they would receive a sticker to add to the map. All children were rewarded with a
small prize for the stickers they earned throughout the laboratory session. Children were fitted with a
neural net used for EEG data collection. The child then completed three laboratory episodes: a resting
baseline (prebaseline), a modified version of the Attention Network Test (ANT; Fan et al., 2002; Rueda,
Fan, et al., 2004), and a second resting baseline (postbaseline).
Baseline measures. Children and a caregiver were led into the experimental room by the
primary experimenter. Children were seated in the center of the room; the caregiver was seated
approximately 4 ft to the child’s left, within sight of the child. Parents were asked to remain uninvolved
throughout the testing session. After children were seated comfortably, four 1-min trials of resting EEG
were recorded, two trials with eyes open and two trials with eyes closed, alternating in order
(prebaseline period). During eyes open trials, children were asked to remain focused on a moving shape
(circle/square) that appeared on the computer screen (Dell PC) approximately 24” in front of them. For
eyes closed trials, children were told to sit comfortably with their eyes closed while the experimenter
timed one minute. This same procedure was repeated following the completion of the ANT for the
postbaseline period.
Attention Network Test (ANT). Between the pre and post baseline periods, children individually
completed a child version of the ANT (Fan et al., 2002; Rueda et al., 2004) on a Dell PC using E-Prime 1.1
(Psychology Software Tools, Inc: Pittsburg, PA). The primary experimenter and the child’s caregiver were
present throughout testing, but did not provide feedback to participants outside of encouragement to
complete the task. Children were given a response box to either hold in their lap or place on a table in
front of them, whichever was more comfortable.
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Prior to beginning the ANT, the experimenter explained the task to each participant using a set
of 8”x12” laminated cards depicting arrays of five cartoon fish that served as stimuli for the
experimental task. Participants were told that a similar row of fish would appear on the computer
screen in front of them; they were instructed to attend only to the fish in the middle (i.e., the target fish)
and to “feed that fish” using the response box. The rightmost button on the response box corresponded
to target fish depicted as facing rightward; the leftmost button on the response box corresponded to
target fish depicted as facing leftward. Prior to beginning a set of practice trials, the experimenter asked
participants to indicate which button on the response box corresponded to the correct response for the
target arrays depicted on the cards. When it was clear that participants understood the instructions,
they began a set of computerized practice trials.
A session of the ANT consisted of a total of 16 practice trials and two experimental blocks of 64
trials. Participants were allowed to take a short break between experimental blocks. Each trial began
with the presentation of a fixation cross for 400 ms. On some trials, a warning cue was subsequently
presented for 150 ms and represented one of three warning cue conditions: a center cue, a double cue,
or a spatial cue. The original version of the ANT included a fourth cue condition, a no cue condition, but
these trials were omitted in order to reduce the number of trials for children of this age. In the center
cue condition, an asterisk appeared at the location of the fixation cross. In the double cue condition, an
asterisk appeared at locations of the target both above and below the fixation cross. In the spatial cue
condition, a single asterisk appeared in the position of the upcoming target. A fixation period (no
fixation cross) of 450 ms followed the disappearance of the warning cue. Following this, the target array
comprised of the target fish and four flanker fish appeared and remained on the screen until a response
occurred or a maximum of 1700 ms had elapsed. During congruent trials, the target fish appeared in the
center of four flanking fish (two on each side) facing the same direction as the target; during
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incongruent trials, the target fish in the center of four flanking fish facing the opposite direction from
the target. Accuracy and reaction time were recorded for each trial.
Social and Nonsocial Feedback Conditions. Given the increased risk for social fear and greater
sensitivity to negative feedback (Hardin, Perez-Edgar, Guyer, Pine, Fox, & Ernst, 2006) observed in highfear relative to low-fear children, nonsocial and socially-oriented feedback were provided in the first and
second experimental blocks of the ANT, respectively. During the first experimental block (nonsocial
feedback), correct responses will were followed by an enthusiastic voice cheering “woo-hoo!” Incorrect
responses were followed by a low-toned buzzing noise. During the second experimental block (social
feedback), correct responses were followed by the presentation of a smiling face (07f_ha_x) from the
Nim Stim stimulus set (Tottenham, Borscheid, Ellertsen, Marcus, Nelson, 2009). Incorrect responses
were followed by the presentation of a frowning face (07f_sa_c). A schematic representation of the
ANT is depicted in Figure 1. Overall, children answered an average of 74.95 trials (SD = 24.19) correctly
and 23.55 trials (SD = 15.99) incorrectly. The percent of correct responses produced during the ANT was
uncorrelated with ERN at Fz (r = .01, p > .10) and Cz (r = .02, p > .10). Percent of correct responses
during the ANT was uncorrelated with Pe at Cz (r = .12, p > .10) but was positive correlated with Pe at Pz
(r = .39, p < .05).
Laboratory visit affect. Children’s affect and behaviors were rated online by the primary
experimenter following completion of the prebaseline period, the ANT, and the postbaseline period.
Videotapes of each episode were also later coded offline by a trained research assistant.
Observed affective behaviors. Children’s laboratory affect and behaviors were rated by the
primary experimenter following the completion of the prebaseline period, the ANT, and the
postbaseline period. To do this, the primary experimenter completed the Behavioral Rating Scale (BRS)
a 10-item questionnaire that has been modified from the Infant Behavior Record (IBR; Bayley, 1969;
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Stifter & Corey, 2001). Questions asked about children’s positivity, negativity, reactivity, responsiveness,
and attentional focus. A full version of the BRS is included in Appendix D.
Videotapes of the laboratory visits were coded by an undergraduate research assistant who was
trained by a master coder. Independent ratings were assigned for five affective behaviors during each
episode: distress, positive affect, shyness/withdrawal, boldness/approach, and vigor of activity. Ratings
were assigned for shyness/withdrawal based on a five-point interval scale ranging from an absence of
the behavior (1) to behavior of the highest intensity and duration (5). Thirty percent of episodes were
double coded in order to establish coding reliabilities. All scales showed adequate reliability: distress
ICC = .98, positive affect ICC = 1.00, shyness/withdrawal ICC = .91, boldness/approach ICC = 1.00, vigor of
activity ICC = .91.
EEG data collection. EEG was recorded during all episodes using a 128-channel Geodesic Sensor
Net and EGI software (Electrical Geodesic, Inc.: Eugene, OR). The sampling rate for data collection was
500 Hz. Prior to beginning data acquisition, all impedances were reduced to less than 80 kΩ. EEG was
recorded using a 0.1 Hz highpass filter and a 100 Hz lowpass filter. All channels were referenced to Cz
(Channel 129) during data collection and rereferenced offline to an average of the two mastoid channels
(Channel 57 and Channel 100). Analyses focus on EEG data collected during the ANT. Data from each
participant were submitted to an Independent Components Analysis in EEGLab Version 8.0.3b (Delorme
& Makeig, 2004) in order to extract eye blink and eye movement artifacts prior to offline processing.
Coding and Data Reduction
Fear group identification from 24-month visit. Laboratory episodes at age 24-months were
drawn from the toddler and preschool versions of the Laboratory Temperament Assessment Battery
(Lab-TAB: Goldsmith, Reilly, Lemery, Longley, & Prescott, 1994; Buss & Goldsmith, 2000; Buss, in press)
and other commonly used laboratory procedures. A full description of each episode is given in Appendix
C. Laboratory episodes were videotaped and independently scored by trained undergraduate and
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graduate research assistants. Ratings were assigned for shyness/withdrawal based on a five-point
interval scale ranging from an absence of the behavior to behavior of the highest intensity and duration.
All coders achieved reliability with a master coder (ICCs = 0.55-0.96 across episodes) prior to coding
independently. Episodes were double-coded and a master coder resolved all coding discrepancies.
Children scoring 3 or greater (5-point scale) for shyness/withdrawal in at least half of the episodes of the
24-month laboratory visit were labeled as “high fear”. Children scoring less than 3 in at least half of the
episodes of the 24-month laboratory visit were labeled as “low fear”.
48-month temperament. Scores were created for all subscales of the CBQ as well as for the
three broad domains of surgency, negative affectivity, and effortful control. Given the hypotheses of
the current study that early fearful, shy, and overcontrolled behaviors represent precursors to risk for
psychological disorder, analyses focused on the broad domain of effortful control ( = .66) and the
subscales of fear ( = .64) and shyness ( = .92).
Observed laboratory visit affect. Observed ratings of child affect (i.e., BRS, video coding) were
moderately correlated across episodes and so were collapsed to form mean composites for each BRS
scale (mean r = .52) and each of the observer-rated behaviors (mean r = .58). These scores were
submitted to a principal components analysis with oblique rotation. Scales that loaded on factors
containing less than three items (n = 4) were removed and the analysis was rerun. The final analysis
returned a two-factor solution that accounted for 70.55% of the total item variance. The first factor was
labeled “observed fearfulness/withdrawal” ( = .83). It contained high positive loadings for BRS scales
reporting reactivity to new or strange events and observer-rated shyness; it also contained high negative
loadings for BRS scales measuring responsiveness to examiner, amount of gross bodily movement, and
observer-rated positive affect. Absolute values of factor loadings ranged from 0.61 to 0.90 for these
items. The second factor, labeled “positive engagement” ( = .87) contained high positive loadings for
BRS scales measuring happiness, responsiveness to objects, persistence in attending to task, and
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constancy of response to task demands; it also contained high negative loadings for the BRS scale
measuring irritability and observer-rated distress. Absolute values of factor loadings ranged from .71 to
.88 for these items. The two factors were uncorrelated (r = -.19, p>.10). Factor scores from this solution
were used to create scores of observed fearfulness/withdrawal and positive engagement for each child.
Note that these factors are similar to those derived from children’s observed behaviors at age 24
months (Buss, in press). Indeed, high-fear children showed more observed fearfulness/withdrawal (M =
.32, SD = 1.09) than low-fear children (M = -.29, SD = .83) during the laboratory visit (t (36) = -1.96, p =
.05). The two groups did not differ in observed positive engagement (t (36) = .14, p > .05).
Cognitive control. Cognitive control during the ANT was defined using the ANT conflict score
(Fan et al., 2002). Conflict scores were calculated for each participant based on the response time data
recorded during the ANT by subtracting the average response time for congruent trials from the average
response time for incongruent trials (Figure 1). This score is believed to reflect the degree to which
participants could focus attention on target stimuli and ignore the irrelevant flanking stimuli; greater
scores reflect greater cognitive control.
Event-related potentials. Offline, all data processing was performed with Brain Vision Analyzer
(Brain Products: Gilching, Germany). EEG data were high-pass filtered at .10 Hz (12 dB rolloff). Data
used for peak detection were also low-pass filtered at 20 Hz (12 dB rolloff). From the continuous EEG,
1600 ms segments were extracted beginning 600 ms prior to participant responses. Segments were
baseline corrected by subtracting from each data point the average activity in the 600 ms time window
preceding the response (Pailing, Segqlowitz, Dywan, & Davies, 2002; Segalowitz, Santesso, Murphy,
Homan, Chantziantoniou, & Khan, 2010). Remaining artifacts were rejected when any of the following
criteria were met: a voltage step of more than 75 V occurred between data points, a voltage difference
of 150 V occurred within a single segment, amplitudes exceeded 200 V within a single trial, or
amplitudes dropped below .5 V during any 50 ms period. Each trial was also visually inspected for
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artifacts following this semi-automated procedure. Based on these criteria, an average of 6.17 (SD =
3.46) trials per person were rejected across all trial types. Grand averages were created by averaging
amplitudes during artifact-free segments during correct and error trials. Trials were not included in the
average if the reaction time occurred outside of a 200-1600 ms time window. The mean number of
trials included in grand averages is shown in Table 1. Separate ERP averages were also created for each
of the four trial types (correct response/nonsocial feedback, incorrect response/nonsocial feedback,
correct response/social feedback, incorrect response/social feedback).
Based on previous work with children, the ERN was defined as the voltage of the greatest
negative deflection in the time window from 100 ms before to 100 ms after the response. The Pe was
similarly defined as the voltage of the greatest positive deflection in the window from 200 ms to 800 ms
after the response. All ERP components were evaluated along the midline (Fz, Cz, Pz) electrodes. Note
that, when scored in this way, greater ERN corresponds to greater negative amplitudes during error
trials while greater Pe corresponds to greater positive amplitudes during error trials.
Missing Data. ERP averages were not created for participants with fewer than 6 trials of usable
data (Olvet & Hajcak, 2009; Pontifex et al., 2010). This resulted in the exclusion of data from 5 children
because there were not enough error trials to create an average. Thus, the first set of analyses, which
compare correct with error trials, are based on data from 35 children. Children with and without data
did not differ on any other study variables (|t| < 1.6, p > .10). Data from an additional 15 children did
not include enough trials in one of the subcategories (correct response/nonsocial feedback, incorrect
response/nonsocial feedback, correct response/social feedback, incorrect response/social feedback).
Thus, the second set of analyses, which compare the social and nonsocial feedback conditions, are
based on data from 20 children. Again, children with and without data did not differ on any of the study
variables (|t| < 1.01, p > .10).
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Chapter 3: Results
Following the outline of study goals and hypotheses, results were first examined for overall
performance (Hypotheses 1 -4) and then examined separately for social and nonsocial trials (exploratory
analyses). Results are presented in this order below. Assumptions of homogeneity of variance were met
for all analyses according to Mauchly’s Test of Sphericity.
Response Time Measures
Reaction time and accuracy data for overall performance on the ANT as well as for performance
during social- and nonsocial-feedback trials are presented in Table 1. The number of errors refers to
only errors of commission; therefore percentage of errors, which is adjusted for trials in which children
did not respond, is also presented. Although the pattern of means generally suggests a quicker
response time for error trials relative to correct trials, as is typically observed, this difference was not
significant (t(38) = -1.37, p > .10). The difference in response times was similar for high-fear and lowfear children (t(37) = 1.39, p > .10). There was a significant difference, however, in response times for
trials following correct (i.e., post-correct) and error (post-error) trials (t(38) = -2.70, p = .01, Cohen’s d =
.22). As seen in Table 1, response times during post-error trials were slower than post-correct response
times. This effect was similar for high-fear and low-fear children (t(37) = 1.18, p > .10), suggesting that
all children were able to adjust behavior following error trials. High-fear and low-fear children also did
not differ on overall percentage of correct responses (t(38) = .61, p > .10).
Overall Performance
Error-related negativity. Figure 2 presents the response-locked ERPs at Fz, Cz, and Pz for
correct and error trials. Consistent with the values presented in Table 2, a 3 (Electrode Site: Fz, Cz, and
Pz) x 2 (Trial Type: Correct and Incorrect) Repeated Measures ANOVA confirmed that errors were
associated with more negative amplitudes than correct responses between -100 ms and +100 ms postresponse (FLin(1, 33) = 11.50, p < .01, η2p = .26) and that negative amplitudes varied as a function of
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electrode site (FQuad(1, 33) = 9.63, p < .01, η2p = .23). Although the interaction between Electrode Site
and Trial Type did not reach significance (F(1, 33) = .81, p > .10), paired samples t-tests comparing
amplitudes during correct and error trials showed that negative amplitudes during error trials (i.e., ERN)
were significantly greater than negative amplitudes during correct trials at Fz (t(34) = -2.31, p < .05, d =
.52), were marginally greater than negative amplitudes during correct trials at Cz (t(34) = -2.01, p < .10, d
=.46), and did not differ from negative amplitudes during correct trials at Pz (t(33) = -1.65, p > .10).
Based on the lack of evidence for an ERN at Pz, group differences in ERN were examined only at
the Fz and Cz electrode sites. Given limited power for detecting a 3-way interaction (Electrode Site x
Trial Type x Fear Group), group differences in ERN were examined using paired-samples t-tests (Correct
vs. Incorrect Trials) at each electrode site separately for high-fear and low-fear children1,2. Examining
group differences in ERN in this manner provided a test of (a) the presence of ERN separately within
high-fear and low-fear children, (b) the electrode site at which ERN effects, if present, were observed,
and (c) the degree to which ERN in high-fear and low-fear children resembled the adult ERN. This
approach does, however, preclude a direct comparison of ERN between high-fear and low-fear children.
Figure 3 presents the response-locked ERPs separately for high-fear and low-fear children at Fz,
Cz, and Pz during correct and error trials. Again, consistent with the patterns of means presented in
Table 2, the paired-samples analysis showed an ERN for high-fear children at the Fz (t(16) = -1.84, p <
.10, d = .59) but not at the Cz (t(16) = -0.86, p = .05) electrode site. In contrast, low-fear children showed
an ERN response at the Cz electrode (t(16) = -2.08, p = .05, d = .64) but not at Fz (t(16) = -1.38, p > .10).

1

An analysis of sensitivity of the Repeated Measures ANOVA showed that the effect size for the three-way interaction would
2
need to be between 0.29 and 0.35 for ERN and Pe. Using a Repeated Measures ANOVA to examine group differences returned
a nonsignificant three-way interactions for both ERN (F (1,33) = 0.37, p>.10) and Pe (F(1, 33) = 0.85, p>.10 ).
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ERN and Behavior. Given some suggestion of group differences in ERN, it is possible that ERN is
associated with different behavioral outcomes in high-fear and low-fear children during the preschool
years. Therefore, correlations between ERN and behavior were examined separately for high-fear and
low-fear children. Prior to this, tests of mean differences in behavior indicated sex differences in
observed shyness/withdrawal during the laboratory visit (t31 = 2.12, p < .05) such that males (M = .30, SD
= .94) showed more shyness/withdrawal during the laboratory visit than did females (M = -.37, SD = .98).
As sex differences are also often seen in measures of effortful control (Else-Quest, Hyde, Goldsmith, &
Van Hulle, 2006; Kochanska, Murray, & Harlan, 2000), sex of child was controlled for in all correlations.
Partial correlations controlling for sex of child are shown in Table 3. Correlations are shown at
Fz and Cz electrodes. For high-fear children, ERN amplitudes were largely unrelated to both observed
and parent-reported measures.
In contrast, for low-fear children, greater ERN was linked to greater effortful control, greater
observed shyness/withdrawal, and less parent-reported fear. A more negative ERN was also associated
with greater post-error slowing. Together, these results suggest that in low-fear children, the ERN is
linked to greater behavioral control as measured by observed, parent-reported, and response time
measures.
Hierarchical linear regressions were used to test the interaction between ERN and Fear Group
for correlations that appeared to be different across the two groups. Therefore, regressions tested four
outcomes in association with the ERN: parent-reported fear (ERN at Cz), parent-reported effortful
control (ERN at Fz), observed shyness/withdrawal (ERN at Fz), and post-error slowing (ERN at Fz).
Regressions were run in three steps. In the first step, sex of child was entered as a covariate along with
fear group (dummy code: 0 = low fear, 1 = high fear). ERN was entered in the second step. The
interaction between ERN and fear group was entered in the third and final step. As has been
recommended, the continuous variable measuring ERN was centered prior to the creation of an
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interaction term (Aiken & West, 1991). Significant interactions were probed by recoding fear group so
that high-fear children served as the reference group (dummy code: 0 = high fear, 1 = low fear) and
rerunning the regression.
Regressions largely confirmed the differences in associations between ERN and behavior in highfear and low-fear children that were suggested by the correlations. The interaction between ERN at Cz
and fear group was significantly associated with parent-reported fear (B = -.11, SE = .04,

= -.68, p <

.05). Greater ERN was linked with less parent-reported fear for high-fear (B = .08, SE = .04,

= .67, p <

.05) but not for low-fear children (B = -.03, SE = .03, = -.22 p > .10). The interaction between ERN at Fz
and fear group was a marginally-significant predictor of observed shyness/withdrawal during the
laboratory visit (B = .04, SE = .02,

= .40 p < .10). Greater ERN was linked with greater

shyness/withdrawal for low-fear (B = -.03, SE = .01, = -.37 p < .10) but not for high-fear children (B =
.02, SE = .02,

= .24 p < .10). Similarly, the interaction between ERN at Fz and fear group was

significantly associated with post-error slowing (B = .3.54, SE = 1.65,

= .47 p < .05). As suggested in

Table 3, greater ERN at Fz was associated with greater post-error slowing for low-fear (B = -2.35, SE =
1.10 ,

= -.47 p < .05) but not for high-fear children (B = 1.19, SE = 1.24,

= .24 p > .10). In contrast, the

interaction between ERN at Fz and Fear Group was not significant in the model predicting parentreported effortful control (B = .02, SE = .01,

= .30, p < .05).

Error Positivity. As with the ERN, a 3 (Electrode Site: Fz, Cz, and Pz) x 2 (Trial Type: Correct and
Incorrect) Repeated Measures ANOVA confirmed that errors were associated with more positive
amplitudes than correct responses between 200 ms and 800 ms post-response (FLin(1, 32) = 6.09, p < .01,
η2p = .16) and that positive amplitudes varied as a function of electrode site (FQuad(1, 32) = 4.16, p = .05,
η2p = .11). Though the interaction between Electrode Site and Trial Type did not reach significance (F(1,
32) = .05, p > .10 ), paired samples t-tests comparing amplitudes during correct and error trials showed
that positive amplitudes during error trials (i.e., Pe) were significantly greater than positive amplitudes
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during correct trials at Cz (t(34) = 2.06, p < .05, d =.38), and Pz (t(33) = 2.16, p < .05, d = .46) but did not
differ from correct trials at Fz (t(34) = 1.28, p > .10). This pattern is consistent with previous work
suggesting that the Pe is a slightly more posterior component than the ERN.
Based on the lack of evidence for Pe at Fz, group differences in Pe were examined only at the Cz
and Pz electrode sites. As with ERN, given limited power for detecting a 3-way interaction (Electrode
Site x Trial Type x Fear Group) group differences in Pe were examined using paired-samples t-tests
(Correct vs. Incorrect Trials) at each electrode site separately for high-fear and low-fear children.
Consistent with the patterns of neural activity presented in Figure 3 and in Table 2, the Pairedsamples analysis showed a Pe for high-fear children at the Pz electrode (t(16) = 1.98, p < .10, d = .69),
but not at Cz (t(16) = .42, p > .10). In contrast, low-fear children showed a Pe at the Cz electrode (t(16) =
2.84, p < .05, d = .54), but not at Pz (t(16) = 1.01, p > .10).
Pe and Behavior. As with the ERN, correlations between Pe and behavior were examined
separately for high-fear and low-fear children. In all cases, partial correlations controlled for sex of child.
Partial correlations are presented in Table 4. Correlations are shown at Cz and Pz electrodes.
For high-fear children, greater Pe was associated with less effortful control. Correlations between Pe
and other behaviors in high-fear children were not significant.
For low-fear children, greater Pe was linked to greater effortful control and greater
shyness/withdrawal during the laboratory visit. As with the ERN, these correlations suggest that greater
Pe is linked to greater behavioral control in low-fear children.
Again, hierarchical linear regressions were used to test interactions between Pe and Fear Group
for correlations that appeared to be different across the two groups. This resulted in two outcomes in
association with the Pe: parent-reported effortful control (Pe at Cz and Pz) and observed
shyness/withdrawal (Pe at Cz). As with analyses for the ERN, regressions were run in three steps. In the
first step, sex was entered as a covariate along with fear group. Pe was entered in the second step. The
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interaction between Pe and fear group was entered in the third and final step. As has been
recommended, the continuous variable measuring Pe was centered prior to the creation of an
interaction term. The interaction between fear group and Pe at Cz predicting parent-reported effortful
control was nonsignificant (B = -.02, SE = .01, = -.32, p > .10) as were the interactions between Pe at Pz
and fear group predicting parent-reported effortful control (B = -.01, SE = .01, = -.32, p > .10), and Pe at
Cz predicting observed shyness/withdrawal (B = -.02, SE = .02,

= -.19, p > .10).

Social Versus Nonsocial Feedback
Following analyses with using overall performance data, the hypothesis that differences in
performance monitoring between high-fear and low-fear children would be greater in social relative to
nonsocial feedback conditions was investigated. Differences between high-fear and low–fear children in
behavioral ratings and response times have been summarized above (see also Table 1). This work
showed suggested that high-fear children showed more shyness/withdrawal but similar amounts of
approach/engagement as low-fear children. High-fear and low fear children also showed similar
accuracy during the ANT. This sample of children showed greater (but nonsignificant) mean response
times for correct relative to error trials and greater post-error slowing relative to post-correct trials;
these patterns did not differ between high-fear and low-fear children. Subsequent analyses focus only
on the ERP components.
Error-related negativity. Table 5 presents the mean amplitudes at Fz, Cz, and Pz for error and
correct trials separately by trial feedback type (social vs. nonsocial). In order to remain consistent with
previous tests of group differences, analyses for the ERN were focused on the Fz and Cz electrodes.
Similar to tests for group differences described above, the presence of the ERN in high-fear and low-fear
children was examined using paired samples t-tests. High-fear children did not show differences in
negative amplitudes between error and correct trials (|t|s = 1.22, p > .10) during either social or
nonsocial feedback.
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Similarly, low-fear children did not show any significant differences in negative amplitudes at any of the
electrode sites during social or nonsocial trials (|t|s < 1.43, p > .10).
Error Positivity. As with previous tests, analyses for the Pe were focused on the Cz and Pz
electrodes. High-fear children showed only marginal differences in positive amplitudes following errors
at Pz during both social- (ts(9) = -1.95, p < .10) and nonsocial-feedback trials (t(9) = -1.94, p < .10). In
contrast, low-fear children did not show differences in positive amplitudes following errors during
social- or nonsocial-feedback trials at Cz (ts < -1.40, ps > .10) or at Pz (ts < -1.19, ps >.10).
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Chapter 4: Discussion
Although recent work has suggested the presence of performance-monitoring components in
children at younger ages than previously thought, very little empirical work has been conducted to
investigate the presence of these components as skills of performance-monitoring are developing.
Similarly, previous research has largely ignored the ways that performance-monitoring components are
linked to other behaviors early in life. Moreover, despite suggestions that components such as the ERN
could provide an early biological marker of risk for anxiety problems, differences in ERN between highfear children, who may be at risk for anxiety problems, and their low-risk peers have largely gone
unexamined.
Given these gaps in the existing literature, the current study was aimed at refining our
understanding of performance monitoring components early in life. In it, the presence of ERN and Pe in
preschoolers at 4.5 years of age was examined along with links between components of error
monitoring and behaviors in very young children. Support was found for many, though not all, of the
study hypotheses. Specifically, both ERN and Pe were observed in preschool children. For high-fear
children, the ERN appeared to be more anterior and the Pe more posterior than was observed in their
low-fear peers. Behavioral differences emerged such that greater ERN was associated with better
behavioral control in low-fear children, but was not associated with behavior for high-fear children. The
discussion will focus on findings for study hypotheses, each in turn, before being extended to
implications for findings, study limitations, and suggested directions for future research.
ERN and Pe are Visible in Preschool-aged Children
The current study provided evidence for the presence of the ERN and Pe in a group of
preschool-aged children. Greater negative amplitudes were seen for error relative to correct trials
during the time window associated with ERN while greater positive amplitudes were seen for error
relative to correct trials during the time window associated with the Pe. Similarly, the differences in
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neural activity during errors mirrored the typical distribution of performance monitoring components in
adults, though they were more broadly distributed in this sample of young children. Specifically,
children in the current study showed ERN responses at Fz and Cz rather than Fz only and showed Pe
responses at Cz and Pz rather than at Cz only. These findings are consistent with Hypothesis 1. Though
not hypothesized, additional distinctions between this sample and previous work with adults were seen
as apparent differences in amplitudes and variability in ERP components. That is, children in the current
study appeared to have smaller and more variable ERPs than adults. This idea is discussed in further
detail below.
Through separate cross-sectional designs, a handful of work in the last five years has provided
evidence for the existence of the ERN and Pe in children younger than age 10. These studies have
included children between 4 and 8 (Brooker, Buss, & Dennis, 2011), 5 and 7 (Torpey, Hajcak, & Klein,
2009), and 7 and 8 (Kim et al., 2007; Wiersema et al., 2007) years of age. Although some of this work
has controlled for age within analyses, no studies to date have been conducted with children who were
all in their preschool years. The sample of the current study offered two advantages over previous
samples that include broader age ranges. First, by replicating previous work, the current study added
increasing confidence that components of performance monitoring are visible early in life. Second,
samples that include children with a smaller range of ages may be more important for elucidating links
between neural components of performance monitoring and measures of individual differences. Recent
work by Crone and Ridderinkhoff (2011) suggests that studies with smaller age ranges will be necessary
in order to disentangle effects associated with individual differences from effects in which the impact of
development is blurred by the inclusion of older children who can drive significant results, though it is
important to note that age also serves as an imperfect proxy for development.
As with past work, the nature of performance monitoring components in such a young sample
varies slightly from what is typically observed in work with adults. Evidence for ERN was seen at both Fz
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and Cz electrode sites. Similar to other findings in young children (Torpey et al., 2009), this type of
distribution may be interpreted as a more broadly distributed, posterior ERN in children relative to
adults, in whom ERN is often found to be maximal at Fz (e.g., Falkenstein, Hohnsbein, Hoormann, &
Blanke, 1991; Hajcak et al., 2003). Our study also found a broader, more posterior distribution for the
Pe, with evidence for error positivity at both Cz and Pz. Developmental differences are less frequently
observed for the Pe than for the ERN, but are plausible given the young age of participants in the current
sample. A developmental shift in maxima to more anterior brain regions has been interpreted as an
indication that components of error monitoring are still maturing in children at this age. Theories of
neurodevelopment posit that early-developing areas of the bran, such as the striatum, are involved in
cognitive processing before being overtaken by later-maturing, more anterior structures such as the ACC
(Bachevalier and Mishkin, 1984; Goldman, Rosvold, Vest, & Galkin, 1971). This change in primary
processing centers may underlie observed patterns of change from posterior to anterior neural activity
during cognitive tasks as children age and may help to explain the more parietal distributions of
performance-monitoring components in this relatively immature sample.
In addition to differences in the distribution of ERN and Pe, it is worthwhile to note that although
the ERN amplitudes reported here were similar to those previously reported for children in this age
group (Brooker, Buss, & Dennis, 2011; Torpey, Hajcak, & Klein, 2009), many were slightly smaller than
has been reported in work with adults (e.g., Hajcak, MacDonald, & Simons, 2003; 2004). In fact, this
difference replicates the small amount of developmental work that has been done on the ERN (e.g.,
Davies, et al., 2004; Ladouceur et al., 2004; 2007). Smaller amplitudes in children are likely associated
with more diffuse brain activity in early childhood. According to work by Huttenlocher (1990), neuronal
density in the frontal cortex is still 10% above mean-level values for adults in children who are 7 years of
age. As children mature and neural systems become more localized and efficient, cortical neurons are
pruned. This process continues well into middle childhood.
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In addition, the variability seen in ERN and Pe amplitudes was much higher than that typically
observed in adults, but was comparable to other studies of young children (e.g., Torpey et al., 2009).
While there have been no known empirical tests of ERP variability (Luck, 2005), there are a number of
reasons that highly variable ERPs in young children might have been expected. First, from a
methodological perspective, the highly-constrained testing environment of ERP research, which
necessitates long periods of sitting still and many repetitions of trials for the same task, is not always
conducive to developmental populations. Problems with signal-to-noise ratio, the presence of artifacts,
movement, and high rates of data loss have been well articulated by pioneers in the use of EEG with
children (DeBoer, Scott, & Nelson, 2005; 2007). Second, from a developmental perspective, different
rates of maturation can lead to differences in the morphology and timing of ERP components and
changes in the structure and orientation of neural generators for ERPs of interest (DeBoer, Scott, &
Nelson, 2005). This may, in turn, result in apparent differences in amplitude across the ages.
Changing variability in performance-monitoring ERPs is important given that a number of the effects
in the current study were observed at the trend level. While small effect sizes might have been
anticipated given that cognitive control is still relatively immature at this age, it may also have been the
case that effects were muted by person-to-person variation in the timing and amplitudes of ERN and Pe.
For example, given that group-level analyses as performed here rely on the grand-average within
groups, high levels of within-group variability in peak latency may have obscured differences in ERP
amplitudes. Possibilities such as these should be considered as work in this domain progresses.
Distributions of ERN and Pe Differ between High- and Low-fear Children
Contrary to study Hypothesis 2, amplitude differences for components of performance
monitoring were not observed between high-fear and low-fear children. However, consistent with
Hypothesis 2, there were indications that the distribution of the ERN in high-fear children was more
similar to that seen in adults than the distribution of the ERN seen in low-fear children. As do adults,
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high-fear child showed evidence for an ERN at Fz whereas low-fear children showed a less “adult-like”
response at Cz. Contrary to Hypothesis 3, a difference in distribution was also seen for the Pe. In
contrast with the ERN, low-fear children showed a more “adult-like” Pe while high-fear children showed
potentially less mature neural activity. Findings are discussed in turn below.
While null results are notoriously difficult to interpret, the lack of differences in ERN and Pe
amplitude between high-fear and low-fear children may have been seen for a number of reasons. First,
there may not have been enough power in the current sample to detect group differences, particularly
given that effect sizes were small. Second, it may be the case that group-level differences in
performance monitoring are not yet present at 4.5 years of age. That is, given that the neural correlates
of performance monitoring and cognitive control are undergoing rapid development at this age, group
differences may not be reliably elicited in preschoolers.
Although group differences in amplitude were not apparent, differences in the distribution of
performance-monitoring components were observed for high-fear and low-fear children. High-fear
children showed an ERN response at more frontal electrodes than did low-fear children. Previous work
has suggested - but not tested – the idea that the ERN develops earlier in children who are at risk for
anxiety problems, such as high-fear children, relative to children who are not at risk (Ladouceur et al.,
2007). One proxy for earlier versus later development of the ERN is to evaluate the degree to which it
resembles adult-like ERN (e.g., Segalowitz & Davies, 2004). Given that ERN in adults is frequently
observed at the Fz electrode site (Falkenstein, Hohnsbein, Hoormann, & Blanke, 1991; Hajcak et al.,
2003; though see Nieuwenhuis et al., 2001 for exception), the observable ERN at Fz in high-fear children
may suggest a more mature ERN relative to that seen in low-fear children. Thus, the current study
represents the first empirical test and partial confirmation of Ladouceur’s hypothesis of an earlydeveloping ERN in a group of preschoolers.
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Differences between high-fear and low-fear children in the distribution of the Pe were
unexpected for the current study, making interpretations of the meaning of these differences
speculative in nature. A more posterior Pe in high-fear relative to low-fear children is difficult to
interpret given an absence of differences in Pe in previous work and the current dissent in the field
regarding the unique role of the Pe in processes of performance monitoring (Arbel & Donchin, 2011;
Overbeek et al., 2005). One possible implication is that although the Pe appears to be fully developed
(i.e., adult-like) in samples of children who are only slightly older than the children in the current study
(e.g., Brooker et al., 2011; Torpey, Hajcak, & Klein, 2009), it may still be undergoing developmental
changes during preschool. That is, there is a developmental course for the Pe that reaches maturation
earlier than the ERN, but is not yet fully mature at 4.5 years of age. Of additional interest for this notion
is the recent argument set forth that the Pe may be comprised of two separate components, one of
which matures fairly early in life, but the other of which follows a more protracted developmental
courses (Arbel & Donchin, 2009; 2011). This work speculates that both components mark the continued
processing of errors prior to making an error response. However, additional work disentangling these
elements will be needed to clarify their role in developing systems of performance monitoring.
Performance Monitoring is Differentially Linked to Behavior in High-fear and Low-fear Children
An important contribution of the current study is the different associations between
components of performance monitoring and behavior in high-fear and low-fear children. Regression
analyses confirmed significant interactions between fear group status and ERN predicting both parentreported and laboratory behaviors. For low fear children, a greater ERN was linked to less parentreported fear, greater shyness/withdrawal during the laboratory visit, and greater post-error slowing.
These associations imply that greater ERN is associated with more behavioral control in low-fear
preschoolers, but not in preschoolers who are high in fear.
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Although the finding of increased shyness for low-fear children may at first seem puzzling, it is
likely that shyness means something different for low-fear children in a novel setting than for high-fear
children. Recall that overall, low-fear children displayed lower levels of and less variability in shyness
than high-fear children during the laboratory visit. In fact, the majority of low-fear children received
ratings of shyness that were below the sample mean (Figure 4). Thus, greater shyness within the lowfear group of children may have indicated better behavioral control during the task for low-fear children,
including sitting quietly and listening to directions, following task instructions, not interrupting the
experimenter, etc. Similarly, greater ERN in low-fear children was also associated with other measures
(e.g., less fear, greater effortful control, greater post-error slowing) suggesting better control over
behavior to suit task demands. This overlap between behavioral control and ratings of fear and shyness
has also been observed in other domains (Eisenberg et al., 1993).
In contrast, ERN was not associated with these benefits for high-fear children. This finding
occurs despite suggestive evidence for a more adult-like ERN in preschoolers who are high in fear. This
finding raises questions about the meaning of amplitude differences seen between anxious and nonanxious children later in life. Although it is beyond the scope of the current study, one might speculate
that greater amplitudes in anxious children are a marker of otherwise inefficient or ineffective
regulatory processes. In this way, the ERN amplitude differences that are seen later in life may be
necessary for the employment of adaptive behavioral adjustments following error commission. This is
slightly different than the idea presented in some reports that enhanced ERN is a marker of the
presence of anxious symptoms, but is in line with reports that ERN is unrelated to symptom severity in
anxious children (Hajcak et al., 2008) and adolescents (Ladouceur et al., 2007). To the extent that
performance monitoring remains a plausible mechanism by which fearful children develop anxious
symptoms, however, the ERN may still be a valuable marker of early risk. Additional work will be
needed to fully understand the value of the ERN for this purpose.
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Unlike the ERN, the Pe was largely unassociated with temperament and behavior in
preschoolers. Though there was marginal evidence for differences in links between Pe and effortful
control between high-fear and low-fear children, these interactions were not supported by regressions
and appeared to be driven by group differences in negative amplitudes during correct trials (CRN). This
is consistent with previous work suggesting links between ERN and risk for anxiety, but found no
associations between risk and Pe (e.g., Ladouceur et al., 2007).
Social and NonSocial Feedback are Unrelated to ERN and Pe in Preschoolers
High-fear and low-fear children did not show differences in ERN and Pe elicited under conditions
of social or nonsocial feedback. While the current study was largely underpowered for detecting this
effect, additional factors such as participant fatigue and discomfort were certainly at play throughout
the duration of the task. One benefit of the null result of the current study is its implication that an
experimental design that randomizes or counterbalances social and nonsocial feedback conditions may
be useful for future investigations with larger samples. Recall that these designs were not employed in
the current study out of fear that group differences in effects during the social-feedback condition
would spill over into the nonsocial-feedback trials.
Implication of Findings and Future Directions
Evidence for neural components of performance-monitoring early in development is significant
as it is during the preschool years that steep increases in skills of cognitive control are occurring,
including those aspects that are believed to underlie independent skills of self-regulation (Rueda et al.,
2004; Rueda, Posner, & Rothbart, 2005; Ruff & Rothbart, 1996), error recognition, and the employment
of behavioral adjustments to improve performance (Davies et al., 2004; Jacques, Zelazo, Kirkham, &
Semcesen, 1999; Zelazo & Müller, 2002). A review of the development of executive functions in
preschoolers led Garon and colleagues (2008) to speculate that the basic skills that are necessary to
complete complex cognitive tasks, some of which overlap with skills of performance monitoring, are in
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place by age 3. Development that occurs after age 3 may be better described as a period during which
these skills are coordinated and integrated in order to increase efficiency and effectiveness. These
notions have been supported by work examining overlap between structural neurodevelopment and
increased behavioral control in children (Bunge, Dudukovic, Thomason, Vaidya, & Gabrieli, 2002; Casey
et al., 1997; Luna et al., 2001). Findings from the current study further support this idea; they serve as
additional evidence that the basic components of a specific aspect of cognitive control, performance
monitoring, are in place at 4.5 years of age, but do not yet appear to be fully mature.
Although the correlations presented in this study suggest that the ERN plays a role in processes
of behavioral control, much work will need to be done to wholly characterize the function of the ERN in
both typically-developing and at-risk children. The associations between ERN and behavioral control
seen in the low-fear children in the current sample suggest that an adaptive role is played by the ERN in
young, typically-developing children. In these children, ERN was related to greater ability to control
behavior in a context where task success necessitates following directions, attending to the task at hand,
and continuously adapting behavior to improve performance. Distinguishing the functional, adaptive
role of the ERN from its utility as a biological marker of risk as implicated in other studies will likely be a
necessary step in elucidating its developmental course.
Moreover, the differences between high-fear and low-fear children found in the current study
suggest that ERN is not wholly overlapping with risk for anxiety in early childhood. That is, although
children show an ERN at 4.5 years of age, the link between ERN and anxious behaviors is not so direct
that it is already visible. Rather, risk for anxiety is likely enmeshed with a number of other
developmental processes. Some of these, including high levels of shyness, overcontrol, heightened
physiological response, and context-inappropriate fear have been implicated in previous reports; but
few have been examined in tandem as part of an overarching profile of risk that can serve as a
mechanism by which adaptive early functioning develops into psychological disorder.
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It will also be of value to use a variety of measures to more comprehensively characterize the
ERN in early childhood. While peak amplitude is generally accepted as a measure of neural effort or
efficiency, it is not uncommon for components to be defined by mean amplitude, area, or latency
measures (Luck, 2005); certainly, each measure may contribute something unique to the
characterization of the component. For example, there is evidence from studies of stimulus-locked ERPs
that component latency may reflect the time it takes to assess/process information (Donchin, Gratton,
Dupree, Coles, 1988; Duncan-Johnson & Donchin, 1981). Indeed, there is reason to suspect from Figure
3 that latency differences could exist in ERN between high-fear and low-fear children. To the extent that
latency differences hold unique associations with children’s behaviors, such measures could make
valuable contributions to understanding the ways that performance monitoring is associated with
normative and aberrant trajectories of development.
The current study also holds implications for the development of performance-monitoring
processes in different types of children. The associations between behavior and ERN for low-fear but
not high-fear children in the current study suggest a level of processing efficiency or effectiveness that is
not yet present for children who are high in fear. However, it is unclear from the current data whether
high levels of fear might interfere with cognitive processing (i.e., performance monitoring) or, in
contrast, whether inefficient cognitive processes predict a lack of behaviors that are necessary for task
demands. Previous work has elucidated that a combination of high levels of early fearfulness and
inefficient cognitive processing combine to increase risk for the psychological problems, including
heightened anxiety, in children and adolescents (Lonigan & Vasey, 2009; McDermott et al., 2009).
Characterizing the relation between components of fearfulness and cognitive control in early childhood
will be imperative for disentangling these links.
It is worthwhile, too, to consider that the high-fear children in the current study represent a
heterogeneous group with regard to risk for developing anxiety problems. Previous research with high
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fear children suggests that only one third of those children identified as being at risk due to high levels
of early fearfulness will develop clinically-significant levels of anxiety (Biederman et al., 1993; 2001;
Kagan, 1994). Should those proportions hold true in the current sample, the high-fear group would not
adequately represent a group of at-risk children. Instead, analyses would focus on those children with
an observable ERN at this young age relative to children who do not. Defining the groups in this way in
association with early affective behaviors may be one method for more directly testing the utility of ERN
as a marker of risk in young children.
Future work should also be aimed at clarifying the specificity of the link between ERN and
anxiety risk. There is a developing literature investigating the ERN in association with disorders of
inattention and impulsivity in childhood (Steiben et al., 2007; Wiersema, van der Meere, & Royers, 2005)
and recent theoretical discussions have centered on the ways that similar underlying risk factors may
serve as general vulnerabilities that manifest in different types of disorder (Beauchaine & Hinshaw, in
press; Patrick & Bernat, 2010). To this end, identifying divergent outcomes linked to the ERN aid the
understanding if the mechanisms involved in the manifestation of disorder.
Finally, it is important to note that although risk for anxiety has been associated with high levels
of fearfulness in early childhood in previous work, it was not directly assessed in the current study.
Previous discussions have suggested that there are multiple mechanisms shaping the developmental
trajectories by which biologically-based predispositions become adolescent or adulthood mental health
or illness (Nigg, 2006). The current study was intended only to examine whether performance
monitoring might represent one of these processes, enabling insight into the processes that become
disrupted as mental health problems develop and suggesting possible targets for prevention and
intervention. Therefore, it will be important to replicate and extend the current findings to elucidate
the link between neural components of performance monitoring and early risk for psychopathology.
Larger samples, longitudinal designs, and clinical samples will be essential for understanding how the
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ERN comes to be associated with different types of behaviors in high-fear and low-fear children, how
differences in behavior come to be associated with adolescent and adult outcomes, and how these
differences might contribute to risk for psychopathology.
Limitations
It is clear that the largest limitation of the current study was the small sample size. Notably, the
sample size needed to detect the current effects was difficult determine as few studies of the ERN and
Pe report the means and standard deviations necessary to calculate the average size of the effects of
interest. Despite the need for including such details in publications of psychophysiological studies, these
statistics are largely absent from the extant literature.
An additional limitation of the current work is that there is a likely range restriction on levels of
fear in high fear-children. It may have been the case that parents of children who were highest in
fearfulness were less likely to agree to participate agree to continue participation in the longitudinal
study from which the current sample was drawn. This type of attrition is not uncommon in studies of
temperamental fearfulness and has been reported in other longitudinal work (e.g., Fox, Henderson,
Rubin, Calkins, & Schmidt, 2001). This possibility should be considered in the interpretation of results.
Finally, although the current sample contains adequate racial and ethnic diversity, it is relatively
heterogeneous with regard to socioeconomic status. While it is typically not presumed that neural
activity related to performance monitoring would differ across social strata, it is possible that the
developmental time course for the maturation of these components is influenced by experiences that
are known to differ across SES groups. This possibility has not been directly tested, but should be kept
in mind when interpreting the current results.
Conclusions
The current study offers additional evidence for the feasibility of examining ERP components of
performance monitoring during early childhood. Moreover, given that all of the children in the current
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sample were 4.5 years of age, it offers assurance that ERN and Pe in previous samples that collapsed
across age were not driven by the oldest children in the sample (e.g., Brooker et al., 2011; Torpey et al.,
2009; Wiersema et al., 2007). Though effect sizes likely increase as children age and neural maturation
occurs, error-specific processing is present at age four.
Moreover, the current study offers empirical evidence that the ERN and Pe develop differently
for high-fear and low-fear children. Differences in loci for both the ERN and Pe effects in high- and lowfear children suggest that the developmental time course by which components come to resemble
those typically seen in adults differ for the two groups. While it is beyond the scope of the data to
ascertain on how these early associations are linked with later amplitude differences and developing
psychopathology, it nonetheless identifies an important area of exploration for future research.
Finally, although robust amplitude differences between high-fear and low-fear children were not
observed, correlations with behavior suggested that ERN and Pe functioned differently for high-fear and
low-fear children. That is, although an enhanced ERN appears advantageous for low-fear children in
terms of behavioral control and post-error adjustment, high-fear children did not reap these same
rewards. Rather, at this age, ERN and Pe were largely unrelated to observed and parent-reported
indices of fear, shyness, and cognitive control. It will be an important avenue for future research to
determine how this may precede the often-observed link between risk for anxiety and enhanced ERN.
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APPENDIX A: Tables
Table 1. Mean Reaction Times and Accuracy during the ANT
Social Trials
Number of errors
12.08 (8.92)
Accuracy (% correct)
74.55 (16.13)
Error Reaction Time
986.40 (259.80)
Correct Reaction Time
945.64 (156.04)
Number of errors included in ERN/Pe
13.80 (6.70)
Number of errors included in correct trials average
25.70 (13.36)
Note: Numbers in parentheses are standard deviations

Nonsocial Trials
12.07 (7.65)
77.04 (13.53)
848.47 (171.39)
940.465 (141.38)
13.35 (6.18)
27.75 (15.03)

Total
23.55 (15.99)
76.22 (13.94)
914.59 (191.42)
942.68 (136.72)
18.74 (13.04)
52.94 (25.88)
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Table 2. Mean amplitudes (μV) during error and correct trials at midline electrode sites.
Fear Status
ERP Component
Electrode Site
Low Fear (n = 17)
High Fear (n = 18)
ERN
Fz
-7.69 (16.18)
-11.48 (13.88)
Cz
-5.02 (7.39)
-7.55 (9.70)
Pz
-11.45 (13.59)
-5.08 (5.99)
Correct Trial Negativity
Fz
-2.65 (5.97)
-4.89 (8.48)
Cz
0.20 (9.03)
-9.59 (10.45)
Pz
6.51 (6.41)
-6.31 (9.77)
Pe
Fz
23.27 (18.90)
14.90 (14.40)
Cz
17.77 (15.30)
10.19 (12.51)
Pz
16.35 (21.89)
22.10 (18.80)
Correct Trial Positivity
Fz
11.85 (15.30)
17.28 (9.83)
Cz
8.83 (14.17)
8.58 (8.42)
Pz
11.45 (15.80)
11.30 (12.50)
Note: Numbers in parentheses are standard deviations; ERP = Event Related Potentials
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Table 3. Partial Correlations Between ERN and Observed and Parent-Reported Behavior in (a) Low-fear and (b) High-fear Children
(a).

ERN at Fz
ERN at Cz

Parent-Reported
Fear
-.33
*
.58

Parent-Reported
Shyness
.14
-.30

Parent-Reported
Effortful Control
*
-.65
.00

Observed
Shyness/Withdrawal
*
-.56
.23

Observed
Positive Engagement
.07
-.04

Post-Error
Slowing
*
-.60
.07

Parent-Reported
Fear
.14
-.22

Parent-Reported
Shyness
-.02
.34

Parent-Reported
Effortful Control
-.10
-.23

Observed
Shyness/Withdrawal
-.19
.01

Observed Positive
Engagement
-.23
-.03

Post-Error
Slowing
.17
-.35

Cognitive control
.08
-.02

(b).

ERN at Fz
ERN at Cz
*
Note: p < .05

Cognitive control
.23
.14
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Table 4. Partial Correlations Between Pe and Observed and Parent-Reported Behavior in (a) Low-fear and (b) High-fear Children
(a).

Pe at Cz
Pe at Pz

Parent-Reported
Fear
-.22
.29

Parent-Reported
Shyness
-.11
.35

Parent-Reported
Effortful Control
*
.54
.17

Observed
Shyness/Withdrawal
**
.67
.41

Observed Positive
Engagement
.09
.14

Post-Error
Slowing
.26
.05

Cognitive control

Parent-Reported
Shyness
.06
.40

Parent-Reported
Effortful Control
-.51
+
-.57

Observed
Shyness/Withdrawal
-.17
-.22

Observed Positive
Engagement
.17
.40

Post-Error
Slowing
.09
-.09

Cognitive control

-.44
.38

(b).
Parent-Reported
Fear
Pe at Cz
-.32
Pe at Pz
-.43
**
*
+
Note: p < .01, p < .05, p <.10

.26
.31
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Table 5. Mean amplitudes (μV) during error and correct trials at midline electrode sites for social and nonsocial trials.

ERP Component
ERN

Correct Trial Negativity

Pe

Correct Trial Positivity

Electrode Site
Fz
Cz
Pz
Fz
Cz
Pz
Fz
Cz
Pz
Fz
Cz
Pz

Fear Status
Low Fear (n = 10)
High Fear (n = 10)
Social Feedback Nonsocial Feedback Social Feedback Nonsocial Feedback
-2.96 (6.71)
-5.70 (6.56)
-4.95 (3.95)
-7.68 (8.17)
-1.90 (6.79)
-3.92 (4.27)
-4.20 (3.59)
-3.16 (4.41)
-2.93 (6.04)
-4.25 (6.79)
-4.45 (5.86)
-4.73 (5.28)
-1.81 (3.62)
-2.49 (5.19)
-3.25 (7.91)
-4.52 (4.17)
-1.29 (7.06)
-1.44 (4.68)
-4.15 (5.76)
-4.06 (4.19)
-6.05 (4.44)
-3.76 (4.62)
-6.68 (6.73)
-3.71 (3.52)
16.14 (10.64)
11.91 (11.50)
6.37 (7.50)
8.54 (6.23)
7.63 (8.97)
10.13 (8.55)
0.86 (8.55)
10.92 (5.07)
8.28 (9.10)
8.95 (9.44)
8.39 (7.58)
14.45 (7.75)
10.69 (8.73)
3.42 (9.14)
10.03 (7.52)
8.40 (5.91)
3.87 (10.60)
8.93 (6.15)
-0.16 (5.894)
11.53 (3.58)
4.20 (9.41)
7.30 (6.53)
3.62 (10.52)
9.26 (5.01)

Note: Numbers in parentheses are standard deviations; ERP = Event Related Potentials
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APPENDIX B: Figures
Figure 1. Experimental procedure. (a) The three cue conditions, (b) The four stimuli used in the present study, (c) An
overview of the procedure, and (d) the social feedback condition.
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Figure 2. Response-locked ERP waveforms at (a) Fz, (b) Cz, and (c) Pz
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Figure 3. Response locked waveforms for high-fear and low-fear Children at (a) Fz, (b) Cz, and (c) Pz
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Figure 4. Scatterplot of Correlation between ERN at Fz and Observed Shyness by Fear Group
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APPENDIX C: 24-month Laboratory Visit
Twenty-four-month Visit Laboratory Tasks
Conversation with a male stranger. The experimenter showed the child and their mother into a
room with several age-appropriate toys on the floor and a chair for the mother in the corner opposite
the door. The experimenter then left the mother and child alone. After the child had played
independently for 30s, an unfamiliar male experimenter knocked on the door and entered the room.
After approximately 10s, he introduced himself and asked the child his/her name. The stranger allowed
the child up to 10s to respond. He then asked the child how s/he was “doing today”. After again giving
the child up to 10s to respond, the stranger approached him/her and kneeled. The stranger continued to
attempt to engage the child in similar conversation for up to 2 min. After this time, the stranger stated
he had to leave and then left the room.
Female stranger working. The experimenter showed the child and mother into a room with
several age-appropriate toys on the floor and a chair for the mother in the corner opposite the door.
The experimenter then left the mother and child alone. After the child had played independently for
30s, a female stranger entered the room with a pen and clipboard and walked to a small desk in the
corner adjacent to the child’s mother, where the stranger sat and pretended to work for 2 min. The
female stranger did not initiate any interaction with the child, but responded with a short phrase (“I’m
just going to do my work while you play”) if the child attempted to interact with her. After 2 minutes,
the female stranger got up to leave the room. If the child had not initiated any interaction with her, she
left without acknowledging him/her. If the child did initiate interaction, the stranger stated, “I’m all
done. Thank you for letting me do my work here. Bye, Bye” before exiting the room.
Interaction with a female clown. The experimenter showed the child and mother into t room
and asked them to wait there with the child sitting on the mother’s lap in the corner opposite the door.
Shortly after they were settled, a female experimenter wearing a clown outfit, rainbow wig, and red
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nose knocked on the door and entered the room carrying a large bag. She introduced herself as Floppy
the Clown and told the child that she had games and toys with which they could play. She invited the
child to play three games with her: blowing bubbles, catch with large beach balls, and musical
instruments. Each of these games lasted approximately one minute. After the games were finished, the
clown asked the child to help her put the toys back in her bag and then left the room.
Puppet show. Before the child and mother enter the room, the puppeteer (a female
experimenter) set up a small theater in one corner and situated herself behind it. The experimenter led
the mother and child into the room and asked that the mother sit with the child on her lap until the
episode began. When the experimenter left the room, two puppets, Leon the Lion and Ellie the
Elephant, emerged from the theater and introduced themselves to the child. The puppets played three
games (catch, fishing, and presentation of sticker), asking the child to join them for all three. If the child
did not participate in either the catch or fishing games, the puppets continued playing and occasionally
remind the child that s/he could join them. If the child did not come to the theater to get the sticker, the
puppets invited the mother to come get the sticker for the child. Following this, the puppets ended the
puppet show. The puppeteer then emerged from behind the theater and asked the child if s/he would
like to play with the puppets. The episode was declared over when the child either touched the puppets
or stated that s/he did not want to play with the puppets.
Remote-controlled robot. The experimenter led the mother and child into the experimental
room and asked that the mother sit with the child on her lap until the episode began. A remotecontrolled robot had already been placed on a wooden platform in the corner of the room opposite the
mother and child. After the experimenter left the room, the robot, controlled by remote from another
room, moved erratically around the platform for 1 min. After the robot had finished moving, the
experimenter reentered the experimental room and asked the child if s/he would like to touch the
robot. The experimenter made up to three prompts for the child to approach and touch the robot. The
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episode was declared over after the child touched the robot or after all three prompts had been
exhausted. If the child never touched the robot, the experimenter touched it and explained to the child
that it was a toy.
Remote-controlled spider. The experimenter led the mother and child into the experimental
room and asked that the mother sit with the child on her lap until the episode began. A stuffed animal
spider affixed to the top of a remote-controlled truck was already in place in the corner of the room
opposite the mother and child. After the experimenter left the room, the spider, controlled by remote
from another room, approached the child, stopping roughly halfway between its original position and
the chair where the mother and child sat. After a 10s pause, the spider moved away from the child and
back to its starting place. After another 10s pause, the spider again approached the child, moving all the
way to the chair where the mother and child sat. After a final 10s pause, the spider moved away from
the child and came to rest at its original starting place. Following this, the experimenter returned to the
room and asked the child if s/he would like to touch the spider. The experimenter made up to three
prompts for the child to approach and touch the spider. The episode was declared over after the child
touched the spider or after all three prompts had been exhausted. Following the episode, the
experimenter touched the spider and showed children that it was a toy.
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APPENDIX D: 54-month Affect
Behavior Rating Scale
1. Responsiveness to persons (circle one)
1
Behavior towards persons is not different from behavior towards objects.
2
Responds briefly to social approach but when not approached directly by persons does not attend to
them.
3
Responds to social approach and persons present, but less than half the time.
4
Responds to social approach and continues interest in persons present.
5
Behavior seems to be continuously affected by awareness of persons present.
2. Responsiveness to examiner (circle one)
1
Avoiding or withdrawn
2
Hesitant
3
Accepting
4
Friendly
5
Inviting (initiating, demanding)
3. Reaction to the new or strange (e.g., strangers, strange surroundings, test materials) (circle one)
1
Accepts the entire situation with no evidence of fear, caution or inhibition of actions.
2
Some slight vigilance, and restrained behavior in the first few minutes.
3
Behavior is affected by the new and strange, but just moderately and temporarily.
4
Shows evidence of being bothered by the strange situation or persons much of the time.
5
Strong indication of fear of the strange, to the extent that the child cannot be brought to play or
respond to the examiner or tasks.
4. Degree of happiness (circle one)
1
Child seems unhappy throughout the episode.
2
At times rather unhappy, but may respond happily to interesting procedures.
3
Moderately happy or contented; may become upset, but recovers fairly easily.
4
Generally appears to be in a happy state of well-being.
5
Radiates happiness; nothing is upsetting; animated.
5. Responsiveness to objects; toys or test materials (circle one)
1
Does not look at or in any way indicate interest in objects.
2
When given materials, glances at them and holds them briefly but does not explore them.
3
Plays with materials when presented; discards or loses interest in each after a brief reaction.
4
Sustained interest in the objects/test materials, in each new one in turn as presented.
5
Reluctantly relinquishes objects/test materials.
6. Tendency to persist in attending to any one object, person or activity. (circle one)
1
Fleeting attention span.
2
Attends to a toy, task, or person, but is easily distracted.
3
Moderated attention to each new toy, person, or situation; soon ready for another.
4
Continues interest in persons, tasks or things for rather long periods.
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5

Long-continued absorption in a toy, activity or person.

7. Behavior constancy in adequacy of response to demands of the home visit (circle one)
1
Tires quickly and easily.
2
Grows restless fairly soon after beginning task.
3
Adequate tolerance for most of the task; only restless towards the end.
4
Holds up well throughout the episode.
5
Continues to respond well and with interest throughout the duration of the task.
8. Amount of gross bodily movement (circle one)
1
Stays quietly in one place, with practically no self-initiated movement.
2
Usually quiet and inactive but responds appropriately when some level of activity is called for.
3
Moderate activity.
4
In action during much of the episode.
5
Hyperactive; not at all quiet or sedentary during task..
9. The ease with which a child is stimulated; reactivity may be positive or negative in tone (circle one)
1
Unreactive; pays little attention to environment and responds only to strong or repeated
stimulation.
2
Some tendency to be unreactive to the changes in the environment (objects, tasks, etc.)
3
Moderately alert and responsive in reaction to what is happening in the environment.
4
Quickly shows awareness of changes in test materials and situations.
5
Very reactive; startles and reacts quickly; seems keenly sensitive to things going on around him.
10. Irritability
1
2
3
4
5

No irritability; passively responds to all stimulation.
Irritability to aversive stimulation, but control is maintained quickly.
Irritability to aversive and non-aversive stimulation, but returns to lower states with some
assistance.
Irritable to most stimulation.
Irritable to all degrees of stimulation encountered throughout task
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Global Coding
Distress. Distress is coded as negative facial affect and negative vocalizations. This includes all negative
facial expressions (sadness, fear, etc.) and negative vocalizations such as crying, whimpering and
comments about the child’s discomfort. As a general guideline use the following scale:
1 – No distress shown, or a very fleeting display, neutral or other behavior
2 – One or two displays of low intensity distress
3 – Many long displays of low intensity distress
4 – A few intense displays of distress, or consistent display of low intensity distress
5 – Display of distress that lasts the whole episode, is very intense or the episode is stopped
because of the child’s distress.
Positive Affect. Positive affect is coded as any positive facial affect or positive vocalizations. This
includes, smiling, laughter, clapping because excited, and other behaviors associated with happiness. As
a general guideline use the following scale:
1 – No positive affect shown, or a very fleeting display, neutral or other behavior
2 – One or two displays of low intensity positive affect
3 – Many long displays of low intensity positive affect
4 – A few intense displays of positive affect, or consistent display of low intensity positive affect
5 – Display of positive affect that lasts the whole episode, or long displays of intense positive
affect
Shyness/Withdrawal. Shyness is coded at times when the child exhibits shy behaviors, inhibition or
withdrawals from the stimulus. Some example behaviors are, withdrawal, fidgeting, self-stimulation,
hiding their face, avoiding interaction, not talking, or low activity. As a general guideline use the
following scale:
1 – No shyness/withdrawal shown, or a very fleeting display, neutral or other behavior. Child sits
on lap is relaxed in episodes where involvement is not clear (robot, spider)
2 – The child withdraws from the stimulus once and/or is fidgety or reduced activity
3 – Child seems tense in posture, may hide face or put head down
4 – Child seems very tense, not active, may be fidgety, frozen, asks to leave, or asks stimulus to
leave, or totally avoidant for most of the episode
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5 – Child is extremely shy, freezes, never leaves the mother’s lap, totally avoidant or resistant of
stimulus throughout the whole episode- to be used in extreme cases of shyness and
hesitancy.
Boldness/Approach. Boldness is coded as any attempts of the child to interact with the stimulus or
control the episode. This includes, approaching the stimulus, the child taking the initiative to do tasks or
interact on their own, controlling the movement or procedures of the stimulus, and appearing
comfortable. Overall, a child’s manner of approach should be considered when coding for boldness. As a
general guideline use the following scale:
1 – No boldness shown, or a very fleeting display, neutral or other behavior- child sits on the
mother’s lap, or does nothing throughout the whole episode
2 – Child completes tasks/ interacts with stimulus with coaching from mother or experimenter,
playing with toys but not taking initiative with the stimulus
3 – Child gets off mother’s lap on their own, and/or takes the initiative to approach stimulus, or
remains by the stimulus for the episode
4 – Child approaches more than once, or interacts with stimulus by talking for most of the
episode, may be controlling the situation a little
5 – Child takes a lot of initiative, talking to or touching stimulus seems very comfortable with
situation, makes several attempts to engage the stimulus may be controlling the movement
or procedures of the stimulus.
Vigor of Activity. Vigor of activity is how active the child is while playing. It is coded for instances when
the child is actively playing with a toy/activity or the stimulus. Higher scores will be given to children
who show high intensity while playing. Intensity for vigor of activity is rated on the following scale:
1 – No attempts to play. No physical movement or activity.
2 – One or two brief displays of low intensity activity.
3 – Many long displays of low intensity activity.
4 – A few intense displays of activity or consistent display of low intensity activity that lasts the
entire minute.
5 – High intensity activity for the entire minute.
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APPENDIX E: 54-month Parent-Report Questionnaire Measures
General Information Questionnaire (Demographics)
Date filled out: _____________
1. Number of brothers and sisters in the family (not including child participating in study):
___ brothers; ___ sisters
Name
Names and birthdates of brothers:
_____________________
_____________________
_____________________

Birthdate ( mon. / day/ year )
_____________________
_____________________
_____________________

Names and birthdates of sisters:
_____________________
_____________________
_____________________

_____________________
_____________________
_____________________

2. Is the child participating currently residing with his/her biological mother and father?
___ Yes ___ No (if No), please explain: __________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
3. Father' s date of birth: ___, ___, ____
month day year
5. Father's race: (check all that apply)
_____ Caucasian
_____ African-American
_____ Hispanic
_____ Asian-American
_____ American Indian
_____ Other ______________
7. Child's race: (check all that apply)
_____ Caucasian
_____ African-American
_____ Hispanic
_____ Asian-American
_____ American Indian
_____ Other ______________

4. Mother’s date of birth: ___, ___, ____
month day year
6. Mother’s race: (check all that apply)
_____ Caucasian
_____ African-American
_____ Hispanic
_____ Asian-American
_____ American Indian
_____ Other _____________
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8. Occupation of the father
Job title (give detailed title): _____________________________________
___________________________________________________________
Job description or duties: _______________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
Is/was job:__ full time; __part time (check one)
9. Do you expect to change your type of work in the foreseeable future?
YES or NO (circle one) If YES, please explain.
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
10. Occupation of the mother
Job title (give detailed title): _____________________________________
___________________________________________________________
Job description or duties: _______________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
Is/was job:__ full time; __part time (check one)
11. Do you expect to change your type of work in the future? YES or NO (circle one)
If YES, please explain.
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
12. Number of years of formal schooling. On the line below, circle the number of years of
formal schooling of the father and draw a box around the number of years of formal
schooling of the mother.
________________________________________________________________________
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20+
some high
high trade or technical college
graduate
school
school school, or some graduate
training degree
graduate
college
(M.D., J.D.,D.D.S., Ph.D.)
13. Marital Status: ___Married ___Divorced ___Single ___Widowed ___Living with partner
Has your marital status changed since your last visit (if applicable)?___Yes ___No ___NA
14. (optional) Income: Please indicate total family income before taxes. (Check one)
_____ $15,000 or less
_____ $41,000 to $50,000
_____ $16,000 to $20,000
_____ $51,000 to $60,000
_____ $21,000 to $30,000
_____ above $60,000
_____ $31,000 to $40,000
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Child Behavior Questionnaire – Short Form
Effortful Control (4 subscales)
Attentional Focusing (6 items)
16R. When practicing an activity, has a hard time keeping her/his mind on it.
21R. Will move from one task to another without completing any of them.
62.
When drawing or coloring in a book, shows strong concentration
71.
When building or putting something together, becomes very involved in what s/he is
doing, and works for long periods.
84R. Is easily distracted when listening to a story.
89.
Sometimes becomes absorbed in a picture book and looks at it for a long time.
Inhibitory Control (6 items)
38.
Can wait before entering into new activities if s/he is asked to.
45.
Prepares for trips and outings by planning things s/he will need.
53R. Has trouble sitting still when s/he is told to (at movies, church, etc.).
67.
Is good at following instructions.
73.
Approaches places s/he has been told are dangerous slowly and cautiously.
81.
Can easily stop an activity when s/he is told "no."
Perceptual Sensitivity (6 items)
5.
Notices the smoothness or roughness of objects s/he touches.
13.
Notices it when parents are wearing new clothing.
24.
Seems to listen to even quiet sounds.
32.
Comments when a parent has changed his/her appearance.
47.
Is quickly aware of some new item in the living room.
83R. Doesn't usually notice odors, such as perfume, smoke, cooking, etc.
Low Intensity Pleasure (8 items)
26.
Enjoys taking warm baths.
39.
Enjoys "snuggling up" next to a parent.
57.
Enjoys just being talked to.
65.
Enjoys looking at picture books.
72.
Likes being sung to.
76.
Likes the sound of words, as in nursery rhymes.
86.
Enjoys sitting on parent's lap.
94.
Enjoys gentle rhythmic activities, such as rocking or swaying.

17.
23.
35R.
41.
63.

Fear (6 items)
Is afraid of burglars or the "boogie man."
Is afraid of loud noises.
Is not afraid of the dark.
Is afraid of fire.
Is afraid of the dark.
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68R.

Is rarely frightened by "monsters" seen on TV or at movies.

11R.
37.
42.
52.
60R.
70.

Shyness (6 items)
Seems to be at ease with almost any person.
Is sometimes shy even around people s/he has known a long time.
Sometimes seems nervous when talking to adults s/he has just met.
Acts shy around new people.
Is comfortable asking other children to play.
Sometimes turns away shyly from new acquaintances.

______________________________________________________________________________
Note: Items designated by “R” are reverse-scored and should be re-coded so that 1 becomes 7,
2 becomes 6, 3 becomes 5, 4 remains 4, 5 becomes 3, 6 becomes 2 and 7 becomes 1.
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